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Claes Oldenburg (b. 1929) first made his mark on the New York art scene in the early 1960s,

and from that time he has been widely regarded as one of America's most influential and

appealing artists. His subject matter is the everyday object--food, clothing, mechanical devices,

and the like--which he reincarnates into witty and provocative sculptures ranging in scale from

the intimate to the expansive. This essay comes from Claes Oldenburg: An Anthology, the

comprehensive 1995 retrospective. Germano Celant's "Claes Oldenburg and the Feelings of

Things" probes the theoretical underpinnings of Oldenburg's work, focusing on the artist's

uncanny ability to transform everyday objects into works of art imbued with human traits, even

a palpable sexuality. Among the subjects presented in Celant's penetrative overview are The

Street, his early exhibition devoted to the street life of New York City; The Store, his infamous

array of painted plaster sculptures of food and clothing, which he sold in a Manhattan

storefront; the celebrated soft-sculptures; and the large-scale public projects made in

collaboration with Coosje van Bruggen.



Claes Oldenburg and the Feeling of ThingsGermano CelantOriginally published in Claes

Oldenburg: An Anthology © 1995 The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, New York, pp. 12–

31.Download more essays and view over one hundred archival publications at .

Claes Oldenburg and the Feeling of ThingsGermano CelantThe object feels. This is the great

discovery that Claes Oldenburg has introduced to modern art. In creating a feeling object, and

presenting it as art, Oldenburg intertwines the organic and the inorganic; human feeling and

the physical presence of the object are joined in such a way that detached, impersonal

objectness is no longer distinguishable from sensuality and sexuality, and one can therefore

“speak of the sexuality of an object.”1The intertwining of objects and senses produces a

suspension of feeling, leading to a neuter terrain where the human body supplants the object.

The object then becomes fraught with perturbations and passions, becomes swollen and

agitated, rises and falls, becomes despondent or sad. It takes its place alongside human

beings with its own personal history.Similarly, if feeling is something situated on the threshold

between life and the object, the human being is also transformed, becoming a feeling object. If

we look at Oldenburg’s soft sculptures and performances of the 1960s, we see that this absurd

condition—a feeling object moving and palpitating like a human, or a human being becoming

an object—is the crux of his understanding and procedure: his sculptures are anthropologized

while human beings are rendered utterly alien and unrecognizable. The object is given new life,

while life itself is annulled in the object.Thus, Oldenburg reveals the similarities and differences,

the affinities and divergences that have sustained, in art, the confrontation between man and

object. The relationship between the thing and its maker had always been assumed to be

vertical: either the artist looked down from above—literally, in the case of Jackson Pollock and

his drip paintings—or vice versa, as with Man Ray’s aerial objects. With Oldenburg, the

relationship becomes horizontal. The object is no longer something under or above us, but next

to us, beside us: an object with a life of its own.What I want to do is to create an independent

object which has its existence in a world outside of both the real world as we know it and the

world of art. It’s an independent thing which has its own power, just to sit there and remain

something of a mystery. I don’t want to prejudice the imagination. I want the imagination to

come and make of it what it wants to make of it. but the object will always slip out of whatever

definition it may be given. If someone says it looks satirical, the next day it may look very

unsatirical. It may look like an ordinary thing. My intention is to make an everyday object that

eludes definition.2An object/being animated by physical, vital ferment, which throbs and

rumples, fits softly into any context, looks like a “real thing” yet has a character and “identity,” an

actor that elicits laughter and sadness, surrenders to others yet aspires, with all its might, to an

existence of its own: “How near can a thing come to being it and not be it?”3In similar fashion

the object/being, indirectly, falls to the zero-point of feeling, becomes bum and thing, waste and

scrap, neuter entity at the very limit of the artificiality of the object. Sexual differences, form,

visible appearance, and age cease to be of any importance, as if he/she had been denied all

living identity and could be frozen in time or space.Loving life and movement I am always

seeing movement even in the inanimate. I wish simply to create life, which is impossible as I go

about it and the result is with my materials the illusion of life, comic or ironic or absurd. It

becomes stopped movement or just the opposite of movement.This happens even when my

materials are living things, people fex.To freeze in space is of course the very character of art,

my method.4But how did this transition take place, where humanity is transferred onto a piece



of cardboard or fabric, a bit of paint or plaster, and the object begins to live and feel like a

“body” with its own dynamics and pulsations, a thing with a varied, unpredictable existence,

both fantastic and usual? What is the origin of the artist’s desire to realize a project that

pretends to existential autonomy? What historical and artistic conditions brought this to bear?

We are fortunate to have a photographic record of a pivotal moment in this evolution. In 1950,

Hans Namuth captured on film images of Pollock covering large canvases spread across the

floor with his drippings, even entering into the painting’s space. Through the act of dripping, an

impersonal, industrial technique, the difference between the human being and the object (in

this case a painting) was suddenly and irrevocably obliterated. Feeling became concentrated in

the end of the paintbrush or in a tube of color. No longer was anything human of any

importance, and all experience and knowledge became concentrated in the contact between

pigment and canvas. All knowing and seeing now revolved around feeling oneself as tube or

color, paintbrush or stick. The bending of Pollock’s body over the canvas describes an

extension whereby the body is a mechanism dependent on the object; it becomes a thing

projected over a thing. The frontal distinction between painter and canvas collapses, and each

becomes a common object, each laying claim to its own existence, as though the subject were

no longer required to feel but rather to identify with the thing, and it were more fitting that the

object feel and identify with the subject.Looking at this relationship in an erotic light, one might

take the canvas as a “partner” with which the human being seeks to commingle, bending over

it, joining with it. Yet painting by dripping leads to a sexuality that is neuter. It opens up a

dimension of inorganic pleasure where the orgasm is chromatic and industrial, satiating a libido

that is no longer viscidly expressive but objective. In this sense, Pollock invests the canvas with

a sexuality that is infinite, absolute, but ultimately without life or soul, vital only in the realm of

things. In the drip paintings, there is an absence of vitalistic and spiritualistic representations of

human feeling, with a consequent distancing of the artist from the organismic energism that

marked the sexually charged art of the first hall of the twentieth century in favor of a neutral

unrestrainedness realized entirely on the surface, the skin of the object or canvas.This is the

first manifestation of an erotic partnership between artist and object. Oldenburg’s notes of 1962

reveal that he was well aware of this relationship at that time:The erotic or the sexual is the root

of “art;” its first impulse. Today sexuality is more directed, or here where I am in Am. at this

time, toward substitutes, f.ex. clothing rather than the person, fetishistic stuff, and this gives the

object an intensity, and this is what I try to project.5He had already considered the sexuality of

Action Painting:Lately I have begun to understand action painting, that old thing, in a new vital

and peculiar sense—as corny as the scratches on a NY wall and by parodying its corn I have

(miracle) come back to its authenticity! I feel as if Pollock is sitting on my shoulder, or rather

crouching in my pants.6If art’s sexuality is neuter, inert and infinite, bound to the union with an

inorganic body, the desire of every artist is to create a tactile, sensual rapport with an object,

painting, or sculpture that is “human,” that is, capable of feeling and arousing the senses. Wrote

Oldenburg:My struggle has been to return painting to the tangible object, which is like returning

the personality to touching and feeling the world around it, to offset the tendency to vagueness

and abstraction. To remind people of practical activity, to suggest the sense and not to escape

from the senses.7From 1955 to 1961, the tradition of presenting subject and object as

differentiated and parallel entities was violated anew. In works such as Target with Four Faces

(1955), Jasper Johns makes the universe of the body coincide with the world of things.

Similarly, Yves Klein and Piero Manzoni, starting in the late 1950s, began to take the

experience of the body-object to extremes, using the body as paintbrush or simply recognizing

it as a “living sculpture.”In other cases it is painting itself that takes on an autonomous



existence and shares the wanderings and excesses of a will of its own—as in Robert

Rauschenberg’s Combines, with their inclusion of real objects that often pulsate in reality, or

Piero Manzoni’s Achromes, in which colorless kaolin crystallizes into a painting, while the artist

stands aside in deference to the pure life of the material. The general attitude of the post-

Pollock period is characterized both by a feeling of the body as a thing, and by a withdrawal of

art from the cycle of action and rest.At the same time, in the fields of dance, music, and

literature, different modes of feeling the body as thing emerged in the work of Merce

Cunningham, John Cage, and Samuel Beckett, who attempted to liberate the gesture, sound-

text, and writing from all functional dependency on the body. They sought to give it an

autonomous sensibility, one whose subject would know nothing, as it it were an insensate

organ, a sensitive but artificial limb endowed with perceptions independent of its ego: machine

or thing, separate from the human self.With Cage and Cunningham, dance and music dissolve

in the ordinariness and banality of everyday activity, where all gesture, action, sound, and

noise are equivalent, lacking all linearity and plan. Of greater concern than technical

transformation and motor efficiency is self-expression, which can be found in everything,

including the panting, undisciplined body. Indeed, the undisciplined, the indeterminate, the

unintentional, are all rich in expressive energy and fully used and embraced in Cage’s music

and Cunningham’s performances. What matters is revealing the event in all its logical and

illogical autonomy, avoiding the risk of imputing to reality a characteristic that doesn’t belong to

it. From this arises the use of chance method and the insertion of common people and sounds

into the work. In particular, the bodily apparatus of the performer, in not being subjected to any

discipline whatsoever, remains unruly and responds not only to the ear and eye, but to the

encumbrance and disjointed force of the entire body. In a certain sense the body, as an object,

is indifferent to commands and thus rebels, with its heaviness and passivity, against all

nonbodily, technical manipulation. The intention is to let the performers develop a total

reception of the stimuli that without distinction arouse motor and auditory desires. The urge to

dance and to produce sounds is sought in itself, which is like saying that all elements of

expression and communication can enter the field to form, with their collective presence,

organic and inorganic, a danced, musical whole, where the parts emerge both identical and

complimentary as meaningful things, forces and images, actions and spaces.
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